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Abstract

The axial and radial ion velocities and the electron radial velocity are determined in coaxial plasma

gun operated under critical velocity conditions. The particle velocities are determined from probe

measurements together with He 13889 Å absolute intensity measurements and the consideration of

the total momentum balance of the current sheet The ions are found move axially and the electrons

radially much faster than predicted by the E/B drift in the macroscopic fields. These results agree

with what can be expected from the instability processes, which has earlier been proposed to

operate in these experiments. It is therefore a direct experimental demonstration that instability

processes have to be invoked not only for the electron heating, but also to explain the macroscopic

vex. cities and currents.



Introduction

The electron heating and the subsequent electron impact ionization are of central interest in the

critical ionization velocity (CTV) process. Most recent QV theories invoke the modified two stream

( also called the lower hybrid-) instability for the electron energization (Sherman 1972, Raadu

1978, Piel et al. 1980, Galeev 1981, Papadopoulos 1984). The need for some collective process to

explain the observed fast ionization has been demonstrated in a number of experiments ( e. g.

Lehnert 1966, Danelsson 1970, Axnäs 1972, Himmel et al. 1976). It has also been demonstrated

(Axnäs and Raadu 1983), that the tail electrons are formed as a result of the collective process, as

predicted by Papadopoulos (1984), and not through electron - electron coulomb collisions.

However implicit in the instability process is also the braking ( i n the plasma system ) or

acceleration (in the neutral gas system) of the newly formed ions on time scale shorter than the ion

gyro period. It has been pointed out by Brenning (1982) that such acceleration can be seen in the

results of the impact CIV experiment of Danielsson and Kasai (1968). The acceleration process is

here demonstrated in an E x B discharge CIV experiment. In earlier experiments with this

apparatus the ionization was studied by means of of absolute measurements of the He I 3889 Å

intensity (Axnäs 1981,1982, Axnäs and Raadu 1983). These results together with electric field

probe measurements and the consideration of the overall momentum balance make it possible to

determine the average ion axial and radial velocities as well as the electron radial velocity .The

experimentally determined velocities are compared with the "classical" velocities expected from E /

B drift in the measured large scale fields considering also the binary ion - and electron-neutral

collisions.

The observed ion axial and the electron radial velocities are found to be larger than the "classical"

velocities whereas the observed ion radial velocity is found to be smaller than the classical ion radial

velocity. The results indicate that the particle flow is strongly influenced by some instability leading

to correlated fluctuations of the electric field and the plasma density.

Apparatus

The apparatus used is a coaxial plasma gun, prefilled with gas, with a time constant azimuthal

magnetic bias field. The discharge current, which is supplied from a charged artificial transmission

line via a series resistor, forms a steady current sheet, which moves axially with constant velocity.

More details of the apparatus have been given earlier (Eninger 1966, Axnäs 1972).



Probe measurements

In fig. 1 the measured nj, E z and ir are shown. The ion density probe, a floating double Langmuir
probe, is assumed to give a signal proportional to the local ion flow. The absolute calibration is
obtained from the considering of the total momentum balance of the current sheet plasma together
with the He I 3889 Å absolute intensity measurements to be described later in this report. E z is
measured by means of a floating double probe, which is inserted from the end of the gun parallel to
the gun axis. The two probes of the double probe can be moved axially with respect to each other
and the whole double probe can be turned around its axis of symmetry. In order to make the double
probe take up only the axial field it is turned with the two probes in the same axial position until
zero signal is obtained (the two probe tips on the same magnetic field line). Then the relative axial
position of the two probes is changed.

The ij probe consists of a small coil ( 100 turns ) inside a glass tube. The coil axis is in the
azimuthal ( i n the gun system ) direction. It can be shown that, if the current sheet is steady,
azimuthally symmetric and moving with constant velocity, the output voltage of the coil is
proportional to the radial current density. The nj and ir measurements recorded in fig.l are
simultaneous; i. e. they are recorded in the same shot. The E z is not recorded in the same shot as nj
and ij. but reproducible enough to be used together with the nj and if measurements.Together with
the E z measurement shown in fig. 1 another recording of ir was made giving a result almost
identical with the ij. shown in fig. 1.

Spectroscopic measurements

In earlier coaxial gun CIV experiments (Axnäs 1981,1982) the ionization was studied by means of
absolute measurement of the Hel 3889 Å line intensity, I3889 (see Brenning 1980). The measured
3889 Å radiation, is taken from a cylindrical shell coaxial with the gun axis (fig.2), Thus the
optical system is constructed to make the measurements insensitive to azimuthal inhomogenities.
Fig.3 shows the He 3889 Å intensity and the burning voltage for He and Ne. In Ne some per cent
He was admixtured. At a time 6 u,s for He and 30 us for Ne after breakdown the discharge current
is suddenly increased (through a sudden change of the series resistor in the discharge circuit; see
Axnäs 1972) to about twice its original value. A transient occurs in both the burning voltage and in
the 3889 Å intensity. When the larger current is forced upon the discharge, it responds with an
increased electric field and electron temperature (Axnäs 1972, Axnäs and Raadu 1983).



Calculation of the averaee column density

There is no direct measurement of the absolute value of the plasma column density Ne. Instead Ne

is deduced by fitting the observed values of I3889(t) and the radial electric field component Er(t) to

the following mathematical model of the discharge after a sudden increase of the discharge current

The variation in the plasma density is determined by the continuity equation

dn.
(1)

where other ion losses than convection losses can be neglected (Axnäs 1972). Only ionization from

the ground state needs to be considered.

Earlier experiments (Axnäs 1972, Himmel et al. 1976) have shown that the plasma density in the

coaxial gun varies linearly with slow variations in the discharge current. When the current is

increased so rapidly that the plasma density cannot follow, the burning voltage and the radial

electric field Ej. instead increase proportionally to the current. The burning voltage and the radial

field then relax back to their original values. It is also observed that the z-extent of the current does

not change much during the transient i. e. the axial column density Ne varies as ne. Thus in the

beginning of the transient phase and later in the stationary phase of the discharge it is empirically

justified to put:

(2)

The He 3889 Å axial intensity could be written:

l JJJ < "He ne $ L + «W) "e ̂ 889 > dV (3)

where ne is the electron density

C] is a calibration constant
nHe(*) *s t n e He 23S density



S,88q is the rate coefficient for excitation of He 3889 Å from the ground'3889
,(2) state.

is the rate coefficient for excitation of He 3889 Å from the 2 S state.

The density of helium atoms in the metastable 23S state varies according to:

dn.He(») _ _

5J c nHc " "n nHe(*) Ö
(n)Q(e

" "e nHe(*) a23S-lS " "n nHe(*) Ö23S-1S
(4)

where is 23S *s ̂ S 1 3 1 6 uxfiicimt for electron excitation of the metastable
He 2 S state from the ground state.

^23S-is an(* ^23S-is a r c *** r a t e coefficients fOT deexitation of the meta-
stable state due to electron and neutral collisions respectively.

The emission due to excitation from the He 23S level is in this experiment a smaller part of the total

emission. In helium the transit time, i. e. the time it takes the plasma sheet to pass, is much smaller

than the time it takes to achieve balance between excitation to and deexcitation from the 23S

level.The equilibrium between the first and the second term on the right hand side of eq. (2) (the

third term can be neglected in He) is never reached. In neon,where the transit time is longer than in

helium, the 23S density is limited by deexcitation due to neutral collisions. During the transient the
ntfc(*) density change is very small and can be neglected.

In helium the change in the axial 3889 Å intensity has been studied when different sectors of the

otherwise symmetric system was covered. This measurement and the 3889 Å intensity

measurements perpendicular to the gun axis together with ion density probe measurements make it

possible to estimate how ne and Te vary in space. Te was found to vary very little in the plasma

region. The azimuthal variation in the axial 3889 Å intensity is less than a factor two. In neon no

check no check of the azimuthal symmetry or the axial variation of the 3889 Å intensity was made.

In order to simplify the solution of eqs (1) - (4), the spectroscopically observed region is

approximated with a uniform cylindrical shell of thickness D and length L. The loss term in eq. (1)

is assumed to be proportional to the current, which is step-wise increased by a factor k, at t = 0.

Eq. (2) is assumed to hold also in the transient phase. The system of equations becomes:

(5)



N E = N . E . k,
e r el rl 1

(6)

*3889 = C l 2 * L D < "e nHc ^3889 + "e nHc(*) ^383889

nHe(*) ~ nHc(*)I

(7)

(8)

where the index I denotes the variable value before the current increase.

Eqs (5) - (8), together with the measured spectral line intensity I3889, close the system of equations

with only one unknown: the plasma column density NeI before the current increase. Through eq.

(7) there is a one-to-one relationship between NeI and the temperature TeI before the current

increase. Using the measured values of how the He 3889 Å radiation varies in time during the

transient, Ej. (t) is solved for from eq. (5) - (8) for different assumptions of the steady temperature

before the current increase, TeI. Fig. 4 shows the calculated E,. (t) in He for different Tej. Tej =

5.2 eV for helium and Tej =4.7 eV for neon give the best fits to the observed E,. (t). Using these

temperatures in eq. (7) we get the average column density Nej, which is used for abt 'ute

calibration of the ion density probe. Nel, n d and Trf obtained from (5) - (8) are shown in table l.

Calculation of viz

The momentum equation for the plasma in the z-direction can be written:

( i x B ) z = nj mj < Vj v^ >

where v{ is the ion - neutral charge exchange collision frequency.

(9)

In eq. (9) the momentum loss due to electron - neutral collisions, which is small compared to the

loss due to ion - neutral collisions, as well as the momentum loss due to ion - wall collisions (ion

mean free path smaller imerelectrode distance) have been neglected. The neutral gas motion is

neglected. If we assume that the ions through the operating instability get a value viz after a charge

exchange collision on a time scale short compared with 1 / cod, we get if eq. (9) is averaged in the

<(> and z directions:



27ir
• = N. m. v. v.

1 1 1 12
(10)

where ID is the disharge current

B (r) is the magnetic field at the radius r

From the spectroscopic measurements we have determined the azimuthally averaged column

density Nj and hence we can calculate the average axial ion velocity Vjr We integrate eq. (1) from

the anode to the radius r and use Gauss' law assuming that there is no ion source at the anode and

that the ions are moving towards the cathode:

III n n S.
e n i

(ID

The integral on the left hand side can be expressed in terms of the measured He 3889 Å intensity if

the ratio S; / S38g9 is constant within the observed region i. e.:

Cl °3889
(12)

From eq. (12) v^ can be calculated. If the radial ion current (the right hand side of eq. (12)

multiplied with e) is subtracted from the known total discharge cunent, the electron current and

hence vCT is obtained, v^, v^ and vCT for discharges in He and Ne are shown in table 2. The neon

values are more uncertain than the helium values mainly due to uncertainties in the azimuthal

symmetry of the discharge and the axial variation o f 'he electron temperature.

Electron and ion "classical" velocities

In order to be able to estimate the role of instabilities the "classical" particle velocities involving

only binary collisions have to be calculated. Here we simplify the momentum equations by

neglecting pressure terms and coulomb collisions. Consider a cylindrical system , where the



magnetic field is azimuthal. The electric field is assumed to have only axial and radial

components.Using the ion Hall and Pedersen conductivities (Alfven and Fälthammar 1963) in a

system with v n = 0, the ion velocity can be expressed:

(13)

(14)

where the Hall conductivity
°i//(Ocitin

(15)

the Pedersen conductivity
a.ill (16)

the parallel conductivity <*:„ = •
m.

(17)

mj : ion mass

fjn : inn neutral collision time

-e : electron charge

The electrons can be treated similarly and we have the r- and z-components of the ion and the

electron velocities if we write <öci x^ = (cox)j, co ,̂ xm = (on)e and IBI = B

(18)



, , , E - ( B /B)(cox).E z)
\ = — * 5 — (19)

B ( l

(cox) (-E +(B /B)(cox) E )
vez = £—5 * 2_J_ (20)

B ( l + (coxr)

) e ( -E- (BJB) (m) E )
v w = S — * s S-5- (21)

In the experiment we have (cot )e * 200 and Er * - 4 Ez, hence we have from eqs (20) and (21):

^ ' T <22>

r (23)

The calculated velocity components viz, v^ and v w according eqs (18), (19) and (23) respectively
are given in table 2. The Ez measurement and hence the calculated velocity components in neon are
less reliable due to the poorly known symmetry of the neon discharge.

Results and discussion

In both He and Ne we find in table 2 that the observed values of v iz and vCT are larger than the

classical, whereas the observed vtt is smaller than the classical.

An enhanced cross field electron current could be thought to be achieved by random fluctuations in
the electric field which would act similarly as electron-neutral collisions. However in eq. (21), for
Er * - 4 E z , if we let the electron Hall parameter vary, we find that the maximum vCT ((cox)e eff*
1.3) is about 0.6 Er / B i. e. smaller than the observed v^. Further the ohmic heating due to
suchfluctuations would give rise to an electron temperature a factor two and a 3889 Å intensity a
factor eight larger than observed.The loss term in the electron energy balance is taken from Lehnert
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(1966). Obviously the the electron current could not be due to such fluctuations.On the other hand

it is well known that instabilities create waves where both density and electric vary in a regular

way. If we have a wave propagating along the gun axis we could have E z and ne proportional

exp[i(ox - kzz)] but with different phases. Thus even though < Ez > = 0, < ne Ez > may still have a

finite value. If the wavelength is much larger than the electron gyro radius the electrons will drift

towards the cathode or the anode depending on the sign of <neEz>. If the density is larger in the

regions where the electrons drift towards the anode, we will get a net electron flow to the anode as

observed (fig.S). The AC-signal would have too large frequency to be detected with the probes

used. Space charge patterns with some similarities with those suggested here have been proposed

by Piel et al. (Piel 1977, Kel et al. 1980).

This model is supported qualitatively so far that a positive value of <neEz> , that would tend to

accelerate the ions, would at the same time cause an increased electron flow towards the anode and

a decreased ion flow towards the cathode.

Conclusions

It has been shown experimentally that in addition to electron heating, which has been discussed in

earlier papers (e. g. Axnäs 1972), instability processes must also be active in the ion acceleration.

The observed electron current is much larger than could be expected from classical cross

conductivity in the observed macroscopic fields. It is also shown that the electron current can not

be due to some "effective" collisions acting as electron heavy particle collisions, since this would

lead to an electron heating far above what is observed. Instead it is suggested that the electron

current is a result of a net E/B drift due to waves with correlated electron density and electric field

fluctuations.
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Fig. 1 Probe measurements at the middle radius. Upper: current density, middle: plasma density
measured with floating double Langmuir probe, bottom: axial electric field measured with
double potential probe.
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Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the optical system. B is a ring-shaped aperture.
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Fig. 3 Burning voltage VB (arbitrary units) and photomultiplier current I h (arbitrary units) for He
(a) and Ne (b). During the shot the discharge current is suddenly increased a factor 1.8
from its earlier value (130 A), causing a transient both in the burning voltage and in the
photomultiplier current. nn: 3.5 1021 nr3, B: 0.66 T.
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Fig. 4 The time dependence of the calculated (eqs (5) - (8)) E/B normalized to the stationary

(E/B)st before the current increase. Different assumptions are made for the stationary

electron temperature TeI before the current increase. TeI = 5.2 eV gives the best fit to the

observed E/B/(IVB)$t.
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Fig. 5 Suggested model for the net flow of electrons to the anode. The primary axial drift of the
electrons is larger than the axial drift of the ions. If we have a structure, where the plasma
density varies axially, this tends to create an electric field parallel to the primary electron drift
in the high density regions and an antiparallel field in the low density regions.The radial
electron drift will be towards the anode in the large density regions and towards the cathode
in the low density regions and hence there will be a net electron current towards the anode
as observed.



Gas

He

Ne

N.,[m-2]

1 3 1017

1.3 1017

1.7 10 1 8

6.7 101 7

5.2

4.7

Table 1 NeI, ne, and TeI from eqs (5) - (8).

r = 2.2 10-2, nn = 3.5 1021, B = 0.64 T and ! „ , = 130 A.

Velocity
compo-
nent

Ef/ B

V.r

Er/ B

V
er

Ef/ B

Obse

He

0.65

- 0.10

0.96

rved

Ne

0.50

-0.20

2.8

Calculated
ding to eqs
and (16) for
served mac
fields

He

0.38

- 0.40

0.22

accor-
(13), (14)
the ob-

:roscopic

Ne

0.12

.0 .21

0.30

Table 2 The normalized \-a, \tt and vCT calculated from (10) - (12) and observed data as well as the

"classical" vi7, vir and vw from eqs (13), (14) and (16).

r = 2.2 10 2, nn = 3.5 1021, B = 0.64 T and 1^, = i30 A.
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